Countering Financing of Terrorism
While Preserving Civic Space

JOIN OUR INTERACTIVE DISCUSSION –
SOFT LAW, HARD CONSEQUENCES

Since 2001, the UN and various global, regional, and thematic institutions, such as the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), have been growing a body of counter-terrorism “soft law.” Though non-binding, soft law still produces legal effect and provides guidance to States on their counter-terrorism law and policy, and is often being transformed into hard law over time.

Counter-terrorism soft law rarely undergoes meaningful human rights scrutiny. This process of norm production is closed, with limited visibility or access for civil society and human rights and international law experts. Join us to discuss:

⇒ role played by soft law in setting the counter-terrorism norms and standards by which States are guided in their CT efforts;
⇒ mechanisms through which CT soft law, with particular focus on the FATF, influence State behavior and effective CT practice;
⇒ civil society contributions to development and implementation of CT standards, with respect to impact on national regulatory frameworks and CSO access to financial services.

March 5 2020, 13-14h Palais Des Nations, Room VII
Refreshments served at 12:45

SPEAKERS:

- Prof. Fionnuala Ni Aolain, Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism,
- Mrs. Mai Eleimat, Founder and CEO of Edmaaj for Social Responsibility and the Co-Founder and Senior Advisor for Strategy and Research at Al-Hayat – RASED
- Mr. Massimo Frigo, Senior Legal Adviser at International Commission of Jurists

Moderator: Eszter Hartay, ECNL - European Centre of Not-For Profit Law Stichting

Organizers: Civic Space Initiative, supported by the Government of Sweden